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Abstract. Starting from a complex variable formulation of the exact Navier-Stokes

equations for the steady two-dimensional motion of an incompressible viscous fluid,

a Burgers type linearization is introduced at small Reynolds number which results in

a conformally invariant Oseen equation. The independent variables are the velocity

potential and stream function for the corresponding irrotational flow. There are

certain analytical advantages in this approach for the determination of uniformly

valid approximations to flow at small Reynolds numbers and the method is illustrated

by various examples.

Introduction and the Oseen approximation. For two-dimensional flow the fluid ve-

locity can be prescribed in terms of a stream function by

q = cur^-^fc), (A)

where k is perpendicular to the plane of motion and the Oseen linearization of the

equations of motion can be written in terms of ¥ as

d2

dx2 + dy2'

R is the Reynolds number based on the free stream speed at infinity, the length scale

for the boundary geometry under consideration, and the kinematic viscosity. The

Oseen approximation is suitable for fluid domains of infinite extent in which the

flow converges to a uniform stream at infinity, that is ~ y as x2 + y2 —* oo. The

essence of the approximation is to account for the forced convection produced by

the uniform stream, and the convection term i?(q V)q which appears in the Navier-

Stokes equation is linearized by replacement with q. Not only does the Oseen

approximation resolve the Stokes paradox, but to leading order the solutions provide

uniformly valid composite expressions for the stream function at small Reynolds

numbers R. For example, the boundary value problem for flow past a circular cylinder

may be expressed in terms of polar coordinates as

n, na\,„ n _2 d2 1 d 1 d2 d a d sin 6 8
V2 + R— »P = 0, V2 =-T + - —+ ^—y, — = cos d — ~

V2 (v2 + /?^ ^ = 0, V2 = ^y + ^. (B)

dx) ' dr2 r dr r2d62' dx dr r 86'

(C)
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The boundary conditions are

ay
4* = = 0, atr=l, 4/~j; = rsin0, as r —* oo. (D)

An exact solution for is not possible, but a uniformly valid approximation for

small Reynolds numbers R is provided by

-l

¥= sin0 jr-~ +jlog(-^ -y + ^

e-(Rr/2)cos6_ J_
2 J r R 4 4

log|i (E)

where K\ is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and first order, and y is

Euler's constant. This expression satisfies the Oseen equation, the outer boundary

condition exactly, and satisfies the inner boundary conditions correct to 0(/?logi?)

as R —* 0.

Even though it is seldom required in practice there are few complete solutions of

the Oseen equation in the sense that the boundary conditions are satisfied exactly.

One such solution, which has a three-dimensional analogue [1] is the flow past a

parabolic cylinder. The simplest method for deriving the stream function is to define

parabolic coordinates by x + iy = (£ + it])2 and seek a similarity solution for in

the form = rjf(g). The parabolic cylinder is typified by £ = £0, and the details

of the solution are straightforward. The stream function in (£, rj) coordinates is

represented by

V = 2r1{z-Zo 1
{nR)1'2 erfc(£0R1'2)

x [e~Ri2-Z(izR)1/2erfc(£Rl/2)-e-Ri2° +{0(^)1/2erfc({0^1/2)]| (F)

where the complementary error function is defined by

erfcs = f°° e~"2 du.
n 1 Js

The particular case £0 = 0, corresponds to the degenerate situation of a semi-infinite

flat plate y = 0, x < 0 and

v = 2tl {* ~ ~ 1~ ^nRX,2) erf£W/2]} • (G)

This solution has been derived in a different way in [2],

One major advantage of the Oseen equation is that since solutions are analytic

in the fluid domain the two second-order operators in (B) commute which in turn

implies a decomposition of the solution in the form

V = u + v (H)

where

V2w = 0, (v2+ 7?-^ J v = 0. (I)
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The latter equation can be reduced to the Helmholtz diffusion equation by the trans-

formation
2 R2\ ( Rx

v-Tjr^j=o- <J)
This decomposition facilitates the construction of solutions of the partial differential

equation but the term inevitably creates a spreading on constants contained in

the solution in that the boundary conditions reduce to difference equations or sets of

infinite equations for the undetermined coefficients.

The Burgers approximation. If Q(z) = a + ifi is the complex potential for the

streaming flow past a fixed boundary in the plane, the Burgers approximation seeks

to replace the convection term by the forced convection produced by the potential

flow, so the inner boundary conditions are partially satisfied to the extent vorticity

is convected round the boundary and not through it, as in the Oseen flow. The

linearized Burgers equation is given by (see [3(b)])

Ra-%™2 = (K)
d{x,y)

which can be mapped into the plane of the velocity potential a and stream function

/? by the equation

waa + Wpp + Rwa = 0

where the vorticity

ro=V!r = (T„ + 4(L)

Complete exact solutions of these equations satisfying no slip boundary condition

are the Oseen flow past a semi-infinite flat plate as defined by (G), and stagnation

point flow towards a plane wall. While it is not difficult to determine solutions for

w the analysis can become cumbersome if not intractable when calculating from

the Poisson equation (L) subject to the no slip boundary conditions. This is due to

the presence of the scale factor arising from the mapping transformation.

The present paper describes a Burgers type linearization for a complex variable

form of the two-dimensional, steady flow Navier-Stokes equations which results in

a conformally invariant form of the Oseen equation where the independent vari-

ables consist of the velocity potential and stream function for the corresponding

irrotational flow. In terms of accuracy at small Reynolds numbers this method is

essentially neither better or worse than conventional theories but has the advantage

that the tractability of boundary value problems is substantially increased, and at the

same time the method is applicable to a general variety of flow geometries which

would be virtually intractable using existing approximations.

Complex variable formulation of the Navier-Stokes equations. The equations of

motion for the steady flow of an incompressible viscous fluid can be written in the

form

-[q x curlq] = -VB + ^V2q (1)

div q = 0, B = — + \ |q|2, (2)
Po 1
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where q is the fluid velocity, p the pressure, p0 the density, v the kinematic viscosity,

and B the Bernoulli function or total head of pressure. (In this way, part of the con-

vection terms have been absorbed into the pressure gradient.) For two-dimensional

flow a stream function ^(x^) can be introduced by

q = ui + vj — curl(-¥£) = -*¥yi + *¥xj. (3)

The components of Eq. (1) are

r\

-4\V2vF= -Bx -i/^-V2¥ (4)
dy K

-VvV2V = -Bv + is-?-V2V. (5)
dx

If z = x + iy,~z = x — iy then

d _ d . d d _ d . d

dz~ dx 1 dy' dJ ~ dx + 1 dy

and Eq. (4), (5) can be combined in complex form to produce the single complex

equation

-W7y- = -B7 + 4vWzJI (7)

where V2vF = = 4xFzj. In addition, from (3),

u + iv = liVj. (8)

If a real function 4>{x,y) is defined by B = -vV2(j> = -4v(j)zl then (7) can be written

1
<t>zzz + WzTI + -^zz = 0 (9)

V

which implies

do)

where / is an arbitrary function of z analytic in some domain of the fluid region.

Equation (10) is the complex form of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation

and was first derived in a slightly modified form by Legendre [4], Elimination of <fi

from (10) produces the usual vorticity equation for the stream function represented

= (11)
d(x,y)

In fact if (10) is slightly modified to

<hj + WT, + ^V2j=zA(z) + B(z) (12)

where A(z), B(J) are arbitrary then elimination of (f> from (12) produces (11) so that

is a solution of the vorticity equation. It is convenient to write

V = X + h(z)+ h(z) (13)
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where x is real> and h(z) is analytic in the fluid region. h(z) is related to the com-

plex potential for irrotational flow past the particular boundary under consideration.

Replacing by x in (12) gives the equation

1 2 It'
2uXz + v

where

<hz + iX.zz + w-Xj+-h (z)xt=zA(z) + C(z) (14)

C(z) = B(z)-ih"(z)-±;[h'(z)]2. (15)

It is also appropriate to introduce a real function F — <f> + -^x2, and since

32 (X2\ _ X Xj
dz2 \4v) ~ 2uXzz+ 2v (16)

Eq. (14) can be rewritten as

Fzz + (»' - -^x) X-z + j$<?)Xt = zA(T) + C(z). (17)

At this point to make further progress Eq. (17) is linearized with respect to the

function x which appears in the second term, x is replaced by -2[h(z) + h(z)] and

the resulting equation is

Fzz + + ~[h{z) + h{-z)]^ x-z + (j)Xi = zA{z) + C{z). (18)

This linearization amounts to a Burgers type approximation where the convecting

stream function is replaced by the forced convection of the corresponding potential

flow which in this case is ~[h(z) + h(z)]. Equation (18) can be integrated to give

Fj + |/ + I[A(z) + /*(z)] J Xz = zA,(z) + C,(z) + K(z) (19)

where A\(z) = A(z), C[(z) = C(z), and K(z) is analytic in the fluid region. Equation

(19) can be simplified by writing

F = ~zK(z) + zK(z) + G- (z) - -—~—~h(~z) (20)

X = H + hx(z) + hi{z) (21)

where G, H are real and Ai(z) is analytic in the fluid region. If Eqs. (20), (21) are

substituted in (19) the resulting equation is

Gz+^i + ^[h(z) + h(z)]^Hj=^hi{z)h\z) (22)

where the arbitrary functions Ai(~z), Ci(z) have been chosen so that

Ai(z) = K'(z), C,(z) = A(z)A,(z). (23)

With £ = a + //? = h(z) Eq. (33) can be mapped into the £-plane by the equation

G? + H( = Ul(z) = ^Hl(C) (24)
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where H\(Q is essentially arbitrary. Equation (24) differentiated with respect to (

yields

% + ' + £(C + 0 % + ±J/; = ±tf{(C) (25)

±« + c)-«;% + ±tfc = ^«(0, (26)

and the complex conjugate equation is

% +

so that elimination of G^ from (25), (26) gives

2/'% + i(tf: - //c) = i[//((C) -F',(f)]. (27)

Now
.d_d^.d 0 ^ _ d d ....
2 —   rv £1 0 > ^ fi ft ( ^)dC, aa op oQ da op

and (27) can now be put in the form

Haa + Hpp + ^Hp = 2 M (29)

where H[(Q - H\(Q = 2Mvi so that M satisfies

Maa + Mpp = 0. (30)

Elimination of M from (29), (30) produces the equation for H in the form

d2 d2 \ ( d2 82 2 d \ „ .

K0a2 + dp2) (aa2 + dp2 + udp) ~ ( ^

Since the operators (31) commute, the solution for H can be decomposed in the form

H = u + v (32)

where u, v are solutions of

2
wQn + Upp = 0, vaa + Vpp H—Vp = 0 (33)

or equivalently the two-dimensional Helmholtz diffusion equation

d2 _|_  L^ {vePI") = 0 (34)
da2 OP2 v2J{ ' [ '

Again from (13), (21), is expressible as

¥ = H + hi(z) + hi(z) + h(z) + h(z), (35)

and because *¥ - H is a two-dimensional harmonic, 4* satisfies the same equation as

H, viz.

d2 d2 \ f d2 d2 2 d \

Ja1 + d~P2) + ~d^ + u'dp) ' ' ^

Hence the Burgers type approximation carried out in this section results in a confor-

mally invariant form of the Oseen equation in which the stream function ¥ in the

governing equations has been replaced by -2a, the forced convection represented by
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the potential flow. In fact the complex potential for the irrotational flow is repre-

sented by

w(z) = -2i(a + ifi). (37)

The preceding analysis has been carried out on the assumption I > 0, and the limit

v —* oo does not express conformal invariance of the biharmonic equation but merely

reaffirms the fact that the two-dimensional Laplace equation is invariant under con-

formal mapping. It follows from Eq. (36) that known results for the Oseen equation

can be mapped into the plane of the velocity potential and stream function for irro-

tational flow. It is noted that if 2a = -y, 2/? = x, then Eq. (36) reduces to the Oseen

equation for the stream function in which the forced convecting stream function

is -2a = y. Some examples of specific flows arising from Eq. (36) are outlined in

the next section.

Boundary value problems. The nondimensional form of (36) is expressed by

(38>

where R is the Reynolds number based on the parameters contained in the forcing

flow, geometry of the boundaries and the kinematic viscosity v. It is important that

R > 0, but there are solutions of (38) which depend only on a and are independent

of R. These flows correspond to a generalization of plane Poiseuille flow between

parallel planes under a constant gradient, to a channel flow between curved bound-

aries with constant total flux rate Q. For example if the channel is described by the

coordinates a\ < a < a2, -oo < /? < oo, the boundary value problem is

d*¥
a=a\ - ¥| a=a2 = Q, = 0, at a = Qi and a = a2, (39)

and (38) reduces to

The solution for 4* is given by

d4v¥

"da* = °" <40)

vp= Qa {aia2-3a(ai +a2) + 2a2}. (41)
(a2 - OiXy

To be more specific the mapping

x + iy = (a + ip)2, (42)

or equivalently

x = a2 - p2, y = 2ap, (43)

transforms a = a \ into the parabola

*-■5-4 («>
and similarly a = a2 transforms into the parabola

<45)
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The stream function represented by (41) describes the flow in a curved channel

bounded by confocal parabolas. It is also noted that this solution could not be

predicted by conventional low Reynolds theory as there is no solution of the Stokes

equations or Burgers equation in which the stream function coincides with one family

of coordinate curves satisfying the conditions of no slip.

A rotlet interior to a corrugated cylinder. For flow in the presence of a corrugated

boundary the transformation [5]

z = x + iy - w + ewn+l, w = pe"1', 0 < m = e(n + 1) < 1 (46)

maps the interior of the unit circle p < 1 into the interior of a closed corrugated

boundary with n peaks (n is a positive integer) lying between the circles r = 1 ± e. If

the flow is stirred by a rotlet at the origin there is a complete Stokes solution which

is described by the boundary value problem

4 VI/ — A T72 —V4¥ = 0,
1

[1 + m2p2" + 2mpn cos«</>]

d2 Id 1 a2 1
+ -7T- +

dp2 pdp p2 d(f>2
(47)

^ ~ logp, as p —+ 0, I1 = constant, — = 0 at/?=l. (48)

The solution for the stream function is readily found to be

1 o2 - e2o2n+21

'■'-"■"-jjr -/J] (49)
so that the fluted columns, p = constant, coincide with the streamlines.

Now with a = logp, p = <f>, Eq. (38) takes the form

d ( d \ d12

Pdp V dp) ' d<t>2

and the boundary conditions are

d ( d \ d2 „ d

Pdp ydp) + dtp2 +Rd(f>
¥ = 0 (50)

d*¥
¥ ~ logp, as p —► 0, = constant, —— = 0 at p = 1. (51)

The solution for is given by

dp

y = log p-\p2 (52)

so the streamlines coincide with p = constant. The two solutions for represented

by (49) and (52) differ by the term

e2[p2n+2 -(n_+ 1 )p2]

2[1 - (« + 1 )e2] { '

which is uniformly small if 0 < £ <C 1, or n is large. The two solutions are identical

in the case e = 0, and the outer boundary is a circle, which in turn is an exact solution

of the Navier-Stokes equations.
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Flow past a parabolic cylinder. The stream function for flow of a parabolic cylinder

<5">

is expressed by

a = 2^-0, x + iy = (£ + it])2. (55)

The corresponding form of /? is

P = -e + n2 + 2^0. (56)

It follows the solution for the linearized equation (38) subject to no slip boundary

conditions on £ = £o with a uniform stream at infinity is expressed by (G) replacing

£ with (i -£0); that is

= 2r, jf - & - -!-(«?- Zo)(nR)l/2 erfc[(£ - ^0)^'/2]]} •

(57)

Flow between two nonconcentric circular cylinders. In the notation of Jeffery [3(a),

6] the appropriate system of bipolar coordinates for flow between nonconcentric

circular cylinders is defined by

« + ^log{i±£±|j} (58,

where
bsinB Z>sinha

X =    y — . (59)
cosh a - cos /?' cosh a - cos /?'

The inner cylinder is typified by a = a\ and the outer by a = a2. If the radii are ru

r2 and the distances of the centres from the origin d\, d2, then

r\ = ^cosechai, r2 = 6cosecha2

di=bcothai, d2 = bcotha2.

a2 1

2- J
(60)

If the angular velocities of the cylinders are w\, w2 the appropriate boundary condi-

tions are

du/ -bw\ cosecha!
V = Vi a constant, — = —r —T at a = a, (61)

oa coshaj — cos p

dy/ —bw2 cosechct2 ,
w = u/2 a constant, —— = —; ^ at a - a2. (62)

da cosh q2 - cos p

A suitable solution of (38) is represented by

OO

V = Re Y,Fn{a)ein)1 (63)

n=0

where the complex function Fn(a) satisfies

(j^-''1){£^'n2+iR")F"<a,=o (64)
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for n - 0,1,2, The solutions are

Fn(a) = Anena + Bne~na + Cnex"a + Dne~Ka (65)

where n > 1, the coefficients An, Bn, Cn, Dn are complex constants and X2 = n2 - iRn.

For n — 0

Fo(a) - Ao + Boa + Coa2 + Doa3. (66)

Utilizing the boundary conditions the constants A„, Bn, Cn, Dn are determined by

straightforward Fourier analysis. Finally it is noted that if a\, a.2 are both positive the

cylinders are internally separated while if ax > 0, a2 < 0, the cylinders are separated

externally.

Flow past a fixed cylinder with finite cross section due to a uniform stream at infin-

ity. From Eq. (E), the stream function if/ defined by

. J 1 ^
= sin (p < p h

p /?[log(i)-y + I]

where P + ia = pe= /(z), where

2 R 1

R~ 4 +4^
7 - l°g ( j

(67)

a _/(£)__/(£) ^ y as |z| _> oo (68)

defines a composite uniformly valid approximation to the flow past the cylinder

p — 1, in which the inner boundary conditions on p - 1 are satisfied to 0(Rlog/?)

as R —► 0. The flow at infinity converges to a uniform stream. A possible form for

f(z) is expressed by

f(z) = -z + Y^A„z "
«=o

where /(z) ^ 0, oo, in the fluid region.

Conclusion. The preceding examples support the claim that the linearization of

the Navier-Stokes equations are given by Eq. (38), leads to a simplification of the

analytical process in calculating solutions for the stream function at small Reynolds

numbers. The approximation is also applicable to a wide range of flow geometries

which would be prohibitive in terms of mathematical tractability by both conven-

tional Oseen and Burgers approximations.
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